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EFFECTIVE LOWER BOUNDS FOR THE NORM OF

THE POINCARÉ 6-0PERAT0R

MARK SHEINGORN

Abstract. Motivated by McMullen's proof of Kra's conjecture that the norm

of the Poincaré theta operator 6 r is less than 1 for every q and T of finite

volume, this paper provides explicit lower bounds for this norm. These bounds

are sufficient to show that  ||8   r|| -» 1  for fixed r as q —» oo .  Here the

difference from 1 is less than 0(^1¡2 ) • For Y(N) Ç r Ç r0(JV)> \\Bq r|| -»

1  for fixed q as N —* oo.  Here the difference from 1 is 0(N   ~q).  We

prove these results by estimating —*'|i/h—*— where the f   are cusp forms

of weight p < q — 2 . (Thus such functions may in general tend to optimize

9 r .) In the case of the congruence subgroups they are taken to be products

of A and Eisenstein series. Effective formulae are presented for all implied

constants.

This paper has its origin in Curt McMullen's spectacular proof of "Kra's

conjecture", which states that the norm of the Poincaré theta operator is always

less than 1 [Ml]. We begin by describing that conjecture.

Let H be the upper half plane and T c SL(2, R) be a Fuchsian group with

H/T having finite volume. That is ¡F ^^- < oo where F is, say a Dirichlet

fundamental region for T in H. dp = ^p- is the Poincaré (hyperbolic) metric

on the Riemann surface H/T. More generally, define dpq = y9~ dxdy so that

dp = dp0. Let q be an integer > 2. Denote Aq = {f\f is analytic on H,

f(z) = f(z + 1), /0°° Jx \f\dpq < oo} . This is a Banach space with (j^'-like)

norm given by \\f\\A = /0°° /0' \f\dpq . Let A (T) be the set of analytic cusp

forms on T.

(From here on we assume T contains a parabolic element.) This restriction is

not essential, but it is used in this paper. We allow it as our applications are to

congruence subgroups of T(l). By conjugation in SL(2, R), we may assume

that oo is a parabolic fixed point with ((0 ,)) = T^ its stabilizer in T. A (T)

is also a Banach space with norm JF \f\dp .)
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The Poincaré theta operator 8? mapping A   onto A (Y) is given by

©«(/)=    E   AAz)A«z.

It is trivial that ||8 || < 1 and Kra conjectured that the inequality is strict

for any q and T. Although Earle, Kra, Parson [PI, P2], Strebel [St], Wolpert

and Parson-Sheingorn [P-S] worked on this, in the end all that was accomplished

prior to McMullen was the verification of Kra's conjecture for specific examples.

This paper gives effective (and explicit) lower bounds for fuchsian groups T

of finite volume with a parabolic element and for ||8 || for certain congruence

subgroups of the modular group T( 1 ). We begin with a discussion of the extent

to which McMullen's paper is effective.

To begin with, McMullen's proof is by contradiction. Next, the proof is

given in detail only for q = 2, i.e. A2(T) is the space of quadratic differen-

tials. He states in a brief appendix that Kra's conjecture is similarly provable

if q > 2. This seems reasonable to this writer. For q = 2, McMullen begins

with an element ip £ A2(T) of norm one. He then obtains that it is sufficient

to show that ||82|e-i, J| < ^ *°r anY cn°ice 0I> V • (This is not difficult and

was foreshadowed in [P-S, Lemma 1]. But McMullen's strengthening is cru-

cial.) From this point forward, McMullen's proof is effective, that is he shows

||02|e-i( ,|| < 1 - e where an algorithm for finding e really is presented. No

example is worked through and the algorithm depends on a choice of a set of

neighborhoods (a net) on H/T that avoids the zeroes of y/ . This net gives rise

to a Cech graph whose expansion constant is also involved.

Another serious concern is this: using McMullen's technique to compute (or

approximate) ||8 r|| amounts to knowing which y/ (or y/'s) £ A (Y) max-

imizes e (or at least have large e 's). McMullen's paper gives no method

for locating such "good" ip's. Lastly, McMullen's paper does not deal with

branched covers. Whether this omission is essential, at least in regard to ef-

fectiveness, I cannot say. If it were, that would raise concerns for the modular

group and many congruence subgroups.

This paper takes an altogether different approach: for congruence subgroups

of T( 1 ) we display functions / in A whose Poincaré series are "good" y £

A (Y), at least for large q . For such q it turns out that both the A norm of /

and the A (Y) norm of 8   r(f) have main term JF \f\dp , which approaches

oo with q and error term 0(^~+\—) which approaches 0 with q, of course.

Thus using these functions we can show ||8 r|| —> 1 as q —► oo, an easy

consequence of Theorem 1. That this might be true was an idea of Parson

dating back ten years. (It is consistent with her data in [P2].) Last, finding

"good" functions in Aq is more difficult than finding good (¿/'s because the

kernel of @q r is infinite dimensional. We now define our "good" functions in
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For an integer k > 2 we define two Eisenstein series:

Ek(z)=    Y    \A'z\k

and

Gk(z)=    Y   (A'z)k-

¿eryr^

Of course, A'(z) = (cz + d)~ where A = (cd), and this gives the more

usual definition. A(z) is the unique cusp form of weight 6 on T(l). (I.e.,

A(^4z)(^'z)6 = A(z) is the functional equation. This is usually called weight 12

in number theory.) Of course

A(z) = e(z) fl(l - e(mz)f = £ x(n)e(nz).
n=X n=X

Here e(z) = e2niz and t(1) = 1, t(2) = -24,... is the Ramanujan x-

function.

Our "good" functions in A are nontrivial cusp forms of weight p where

p < q - 2. (While the choice of p will vary with the application, we will

henceforth assume that p is taken large enough so that such cusp forms exist.

Thus q > p + 2 > 8 in the case of T = T(l).) We will denote these / or

f . If T is a congruence subgroup we will specify f = A- G 6. A only

requires analyticity and so it is here that McMullen's remark in the second

paragraph of the "Guide to the paper" to the effect that a "good" function

must "mimic... ip" motivated our choice. Choosing a cusp form of weight q

would be ideal, of course, except that such a function cannot have finite A -

norm. (In Parson's work [P2] she looks for "good" f £ Aq that are squares,

thus facilitating computation of the A -norm.)

We  get  our  lower  bounds  for   ||8   r||   by  getting  lower  bounds  for

—"'It'n  A,<{V) ■ The choice of p as the smallest value for which there is a cusp

form on T of weight p leads us to this consequence of Theorem 1: let Y be a

Fuchsian group containing a parabolic element (assumed to be (0 ¡)) and with

finite volume. Then \\Q     \\ > 1 - 0(^f.
i-2.

T<?,r- - -   q-
The error term arises as follows:   We will show that   ||8   r(f)\\A (r)  >

If IfpWVq - ex - e2 and Wfph  ^ If \fp\dHq + e, + e2. Here all e¡ I 0 as q -

.+£,+£,

pi    r~q 1 2 »Jp»Aq  - Jt i-'pi    t~q

oo, and ¡F \fp\dpq -» oo rapidly as q -> oo . Thus 119,>r|| > 1 - f .f*^

After completing an initial version of Theorem 1, I communicated it to

McMullen, among others. He quickly replied with a short write up [M2], elegant

but simple, of a geometric argument showing the following theorem.
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Theorem (McMullen). Let X = H/Y be a Riemann surface (unbranchedl —

M.S.) of width r. Then \\®qS\\ > 1 — 2(1 - R2)q~x where R = tanh(r/2).

Here the width of Riemann surface is the hyperbolic radius of the largest imbedded

"round'1'' disc. Because the width at any cusp of H/Y(N) is essentially log N (the

area of the largest ball in the horocyclic neighborhood of the cusp), he gets

I^W)!!^1-2
4vTTlV 1«-1

2 + N + 2vTT77J

(This would apply, mutatis mutandis, to any Y with Y(N) ç T ç Y0(N) ; though

as indicated above branch points might raise problems.)

This last result enables McMullen to show that ||9 r|| —► 1 as N -> oo for

fixed q with Y(N) ç Y ç T0(7Y). The method of the present paper can also

produce such a result, as I found after reading McMullen's result. Our error
-a — (g— i)

term has order N q in place of N   2     of McMullen. However, we require

q > 35 for the error term to approach zero:

Theorem 2. Let Y(N) çYç Y0(N). Then \\@qß > 1 - 0(Nî5~q).

This is proved using f = A • Gp_6 with p = [q/2] and then estimating the

norms of Theorem 1.

This idea has a further amusing application. Lemma 2, the beginning of our

estimate of ||8 r(f)\\, obviously implies this norm is greater than 0. Since

a nonzero linear combination of p-forms is itself a p-form, we get that if

(/pi--- >fPt) sPan Ap(Y) then (9i>r(/pl), ... , Sq;j(fpt)) are linearly inde-
pendent in A (Y). If dim Aq(Y) = dim A AY), which can easily happen for

the full modular group and #-11 < p < q - 2 for example, then this set of

Poincaré series spans A (Y).

We close the introduction with our definition of the maximum cusp width

denoted cm . In results such as Lemma 3, the cusp width may be thought

of as the euclidean radius of the largest (by hyperbolic area) round disk in

the horocyclic neighborhood of the cusp after this neighborhood is mapped

into {Im z > 1}. For congruence subgroups, up to a universal computable

multiplicative constant, this is the number of T( 1 ) fundamental regions in the

"bouquet" at the cusp. The maximum is taken over all cusps of Y. For example

for Y(N), coo = N.

The author would like to thank Jonathan Huntley for pointing out a crucial

oversight in the proof of Lemma 7 as the final manuscript was being written.

Thanks also to the referee for suggesting many, many improvements and clari-

fications.

Lemma 1. Let f be a cusp form on Y of weight p < q - 2. Then f £ A   and

\\f\\A =JF\f\-E(j_p'dß4
Q
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Proof.

-1       /-CO

/ r\f\dpq= Y í \f\yq~2dxdy

= E / \f°A\(yoA)«d^ = Y[ \foA\\^\y"-2dxdy
a Jf y . Jf

/,(Çl/l^l)'y/,l/);V'* < OO.

(This last inequality depends on / being a cusp-form.)

Lemma 2. Let f be as in Lemma 1. Then \\@q(f)\\A (r) = JF \f\ • \Gq_p\ • dpq .

Proof.

I Y   (f°A)(A'q)
ler/r *•■/,

Y.f-A
>(q-p)

dßa

= JF\f\\Gq-p\dt*q

In what follows, cf = max \f\yp . This is finite when / is a cusp form of weight

P.

Lemma 3. Let F = FhOF¡, where F, = F xx {Im(z) < 1} . Let q > p + 2. Then

for any ô>0, J  \f\'Eq_p-dpq < ^^ =: e, •

.j—i>Proof. Kubota [K, p. 13] gives the estimate Es • y = 0(y ~ ), where z = x +

iy £ F, lies in a horocyclic neighborhood of a a noninfinite cusp and the implied

constant is independent of s. This simple euclidean area argument given there

shows that this implied constant is < the maximum cusp width of T. Thus

Jhoro nbdsl/pl^-A   =   ¡\fp\yPZq-pyq~PdH   ̂    Coo • C/ • ¡I V"'''^   =  C^ ■
Cf/q -p-2.

The portion of F, that lies away from all the horocyclic cusp nbds is a

compact set ^ depending only on Y. For some ô > 0 let Wx be the set

of z £ W with some T-equivalent of z lying above (1-1/(0 )) and let

^ = F¡ - ffx. On Wx we have

L  \fP\Eq-pd»q »   L  \fp\yPZq-pyq-PdH < ', ' K,S ' f/^
«©l •'Ci

because /^.y* is bounded for y £ F,, s > 2 ; and the (invariant) integral may
1-<5ï

be taken over a set in {z|l > y > 1 - 1/(0     )}
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For z £ W2 we have lm(Az) < 1 - 1/01     ,  and

q-p-2

Eq-Pyq'p- E m*»™*(l-J=i)     • E ^)
Aer/r^ \      a     / a

and so

iyP\^Pd»q=iyyE«-P-y9~Pd»o

_ s   r _ s

<cfHr pe "   /  dp0 = cfLr s pe q .

So we finally get

f \f\E     dp  <_^f£_ + Äi + cr       e-«S <'&•'•>.JF \Jp^q-PUfXq - q-p-2      qx~s        f r>s'p        -    qx~s

Corollary 1. ¡p \f\\Gq_p\dpq < ex.

Lemma 4.  | j^ \f\Eq_pdpq - JF¡¡ \f\dpq\ < cf({l+e)il,£Z{q_p)i/l + j^) =■ e2 .

Proof. We use an amplification of the technique suggested in Kubota [K, p. 13].

Let s > 2. We begin by estimating Es • ys - ys for z = x + iy £ Fh . For these

v the horocycle {Imz > y) is mapped by {A} £ Y/Y^ onto a disjoint set of

horocycles with radii rA < j- and cusp in (-\ , ¿), say. Because of this, the
i U
0 X'fact that y > 1, and T   = ((\ !)), we get A = (' .') has |c| > 1 and

#{a\a = ïc\)£Y/yoo,\c\ = i}<2.

(This is like Shimizu's Lemma [Sh].)  Let us call 3§ this set of elements of

Y/Yx. Clearly

Es-y -y = YysA+ E>v

A£\á

Here yA =: Im(^4z). Next note that if A is in the first sum, A = (' ]) has

\c\ > 1 + e , where e depends only on T. Let sé be this set of A £ Y/Y'^ .

For A £ stf , we have 2r, < —l—r-. Let 0 < â < 1, where we shall choose
A - (l+e) y

a specific ó near one later. Let TA s be the points of the horocycle at ^(oo)

that lie above (1 + S)rA . The area of TA s is r^arcsin v 1 - S - ôVl -S2).

For S near one this is (1 - ô) ' V2rA + higher powers of (1 - S). Now

/   o    \3/2

YyA<4Y,y72rA< (tzts)   E^r2area7^,á-
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We may assume WLOG that yA £ ((1 + ô)rA, 2rA), as this makes the sum

bigger. We have

(i+sy~2 y C2 area TA,â^H y72 area ta,s ^ 2*~2 E rA~2 area ta,s-
Aesf AÇ.SÏ A€S/

But

..X-s

A€JS?

s-2
areaTAS<

Aes/JJA,s

r2dxdt <
(s-l)(l + e)2(5-1)  '

recalling that 2r, < —U- . Thus
A — (X+c) y

-i—2 v~*    s—2
2      2_^ rA    area ■*

sf€A
A,S

2 y-2^ ,_2

~y~¿)     £X  mT"*\J+s)      (s-l)(l+e)*-x

s-2 X-s

Finally,

L^faTirri)''
.X-s

AES?

Now let S = 1 - j . We have

(l+e)2{s-x)(s-l)'

T.ySA<^e-(l+sE)2{s-x)-yl~s- L \f\Eq-pd»q- I \m<
46j/ I1 + £) JFh JFh

< Í \f\ylilr      q—p      q-p.dxdy
■\zq-py    -y   \—r-

< c,

<

o-p \ dxdy
yA I 2

Ae^

y/2ecf

(l+sf>-P^\q-p) 1/2 + CfI, £ q-p dxdy
yA   .,2 •

A€&      y

le,
This last integral is bounded by q2PL\ > since yA < )- for A £ S§, a fact

that follows from |c| = 1 , and that \S§\<2. In summary we have shown:

/ \f\Eq_pdpq - j \f\dp^ <C,
V2e

+
(l+e)2i<l-p-x)(q-p)x/2     q-p-1

Lemma 5. With f as in Lemma 1, assume further that f(z) = f(z + 1) and

that f has Fourier expansion YZ^i a„e(nz) ', tix = I. If

q > max(2 + 2n, p + 2),

then JF \f\yq-2dxdy > {fê)q~2[l - cfcpe-2q/(q - 2)] where cp =: 2pp\peA .
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Proof

\f(z)\ = e 2Ky\l+a2e(z) + aie(2z) + -..\>e 2ny

oo

l-cfYnPe
n=2

p   -2n(n-X)y

where we have used the "trivial" (Hecke) estimate \an\ < cfnp. We have

OO -oo

Y n"e-n(q-2) ~ /    xpe-x{q-2)dx < 2pp\pe'e^Kq - 2) = cpe~2q/(q - 2)
n=2 ■'2

using formula 3.351(2) in [G-R]. So for y £ [^ , ^ + 1] we get

\f(x + iy)\ > e-(q-2+2n\l - cfcpe-2q/(q - 2)]

and

jf \fXy'-2dxdy > Í/T*1/"2*) e-"-2fWl¡ - cfcpe-2'/(1 - 2)1

i(l^)'"2-'"2"-n-w"2'/(«-2)i-

This becomes nontrivial for q so large that the last factor on the RHS is positive.

Call this value Q0 = Q0(Y).

Lemma 6.  | /^ \f\\Gq_p\dpq - ¡^ \f\dpq\ < e2 .

Proof.

y- E ySA<\Gs\ys<ys+ Y &

A^AX Aer/r^

The lemma now follows using the srf , B decomposition just as did Lemma

4.

At this point we can prove

Theorem 1. Let Y be a Fuchsian group containing a parabolic element and with

finite volume. Suppose WLOG that oo is a cusp with stabilizer generated by

z —► z + 1. Let p be the smallest weight with a nontrivial cusp form f on Y.

Assume—only for convenience—that a{(l) = 1. Then for

q > max(2 + 2n, p + 2, Q0)

wehave\\eQß>l-0(ie^pf2).

Proof. For q > p + 2 we have f £ Aq (Lemma 1 ) and

"A,  = i   \fp\£q-p^q + ¡F  \fp\Zq-pdh ^ J    \fPM< + «,  + h
h I h
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(Lemmas 1, 3 and 4). Next,

lie,(/,)|| = jf \fp\ \Gq_p\dpq > Jf \fp\ \Gq_p\dpq

-j\fp\\Gq-pWq> j \fpWq
JF, Jth

ex    e2

by Corollary 1 and Lemma 6. Therefore

|93(/p)|| ^ ¡Fh \fp\dHq - «i - h ^ , 2(ex + e2)

"0i-r"-        \\fp\\        -  ¡Fh\fp\d^q+^X+h-1       ¡Fh\fP\d^q + eX+h'

Thus by Lemma 5,

4-rN- ^      («-2)'"2      )

We now specialize to groups Y that are between YQ(N) and Y(N). What

is crucial for us about these groups is (a) c^ < N (b) A = Q.') => 7V|c. These

two properties give us a version of Theorem 1 valid for fixed q and N —► oo .

The following lemma assumes that q is even. This is a purely technical

assumption. If q is odd, select / of weight q - [§], replace 2k by q, and

Ek by £[f].

Lemma 7. Lei T(A) ç T ç T0(JV) and [Y : Y(N)] = M. Let f be a cusp form

of weight k = [§].   Then ¡F\f\dp2k - e3 < ||/||^ < JF\f\dp2k + e3 w/zere

e3=: dj-- N ~    • Kx-M and d, = JF \f\dp0.

Proof. According to Lemma 1, which extends mutatis mutandis to T^ = ((¿ f )),

we must estimate JF \f\Ekdp2k . We begin by noting that WLOG c = cxN with

cx>0, d = dxN + m with 0 < m < N - 1. Then

i oo        oo -.i.

£* = 1 + E xcz + dx* = x + N    EE E Kz+tv+^
A^ii       \t-2-\-U\ m   C>0J

with the notation of Lemma 1. We need to extract a bit more from the lattice

estimate for Eisenstein series [A, p. 7] given in Apóstol. This we do by noting

that cx ^ 0 removes an entire line of lattice points from the double sum and

thus (z, 0) is always the lattice point closest to (0, 0) in the (cx, dx) lattice.
— 2k

Thus the triple sum is always less than M • Kx-y      . This gives

(1) y2kEk<y2k + Nx~2k .KX.M.

If we write dj- = JF \f\^4^ , which is finite as / is a cusp form, we have

Jf \f\Ekdp2k < J \f\dp2k + df • NX~2k -M.KX.

The lower bound proof is similar.
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Corollary 2. With f and Y as above

i \f\dp2k-e3 < Í \f\\Gk\dp2k < ( \f\dp
J F J F *J r

2k +e3

where e3 is as in Lemma 1.

Ts5-q-,
Theorem 2. Let Y(N) çYç Y0(N). Then ||8? r|| > 1 - 0(N"~q) ; where the

implied constant is independent of Y but not q.

Proof. Choose / as in Lemma 7. Then

l|Qg(/)lk Jfl/l^a-e3 2e3
~ fF\f\dfi2k+83 Jfl/I^+V

We now specialize to / = A • Gk_6, with A(z) = e(z) 11^=1 (1 _ e(mz))u . We

must estimate d, = JF \f\dp0 and JF \f\dp2k for this choice of /.

Write F = FhUF¡ as in Lemma 3. (Care must be taken as now F depends

on TV.)

/ \f\dp0 < f \A\Ek_6dp0 <cxf \A\/~kdp0
JFh JFh JFh

=cxN í    f \A\y4~kdxdy = c2N.

Restating,

(2) / \f\dp0
Jf,

< c^N.

Consider the horocyclic nbd C of oo given by y > ^ . This just touches

the lowest points—elliptic fixed points of order three—of T( 1 ). Since this

horocycle contains the bouquet at oo, the T-translates of C cover F . Further,

each point of F lies in at most two translates of C. The euclidean argument

referred to at the beginning of Lemma 3 now shows E,'ys = 0(ys~x ), where the

implied constant is at most 4/\/3 times bigger. (2 is for the double coverage and

2/\/3 is for the wider horocycles.) I.e., for this T we have Es • ys < -TfTVy-1

on all of F¡ so that

/ \f\dp0 < f \A\Ek_6dp0 < c3N f \A
JFi J F¡ J Fi

dxdy

y>

Let Ta,c be a T(l) FR intersecting F¡. Here a/c is the real cusp of Ta,c

and

"-G ¿)«n.):=.~f.
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Then, with S being the T(l) SFR,

f    |A|^ = / \A(Az)\y~X(Az)dp0 = [ \A(z)\ \a!zf1 y~Xdp0
halc       y        h Js

= [\A(z)\\cz + d\xYxdp0 = \c\H f\A(z)\\^±^\X4yxxdxdy
Js Js y

<N2S í \A\yXXdxdy = c4N2&.

(Here we have used that facts that we may assume \c\ < TV and |<7/c| < 7V/2.

lis may split up Fl

intersected, we have

(3) / \f\dp0 < c5N32
Jf,

This may split up F¡.) As there are at most TV3 fundamental regions of T(l)

and combining (2) and (3) we get

I \f\dp0 < c6N32.

Thus e3 of Lemma 7 satisfies

(4) e3 <k TV-

It remains to obtain a lower bound for JF \f\dp2k . We use the trivial estimate

¡F\f\dß2k > ¡FJf\dp2k > CjN, which gives ||8?r|| > 1 - 0(N35-q), when

combined with (4).
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